**FS4500 DisplayPort Probing**

HBR, HBR2 and HBR3 probing
- **FS1046** - 1-4 Lane DP HBR3 Cable Repeater
- **FS1045** - 1-4 Lane DP Snooper
- **FS1047** - 1-4 Lane DP USB TypeC Snooper
- **FS1049** - 1-4 Lane DP USB TypeC HBR3 Repeater

**eDP Probing**
- **FS1090** - eDP 30 pin Repeater for the FS4500
- **FS1091** - eDP 40 pin Repeater for the FS4500

Custom Probing Available!

*Note: The bit rate at which the probing will support is highly dependent on the target signal strength and quality. Success rate may vary.*
Repeater Block Diagram: Recommended Probing for HBR3

10Gb Buffer. All signals are passed through with minimal skew. The output voltage follows the input within the range of 600mv to 1.3V.
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